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Abstract

In this paper we introduce and study a new class of operators, we call
it p-*Paranormal operators and Absolute k-*Paranormal operators. We
give a characterization of such an operator and investigate the relation
of such class of operators and other known classes of operators.
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Introduction Let H be an infinite dimensional complex(separable) Hilbert
Space and L(H) denote the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H.Every
operator T* can be decomposed into T* = U*|T*| with a partial isometry
U,where |T*| = √

TT∗.In this paper T* = U*|T*| denotes the polar decomposi-
tion satisfying the kernal condition N(U*) = N(|T*|)

1.THE CLASS OF p-*PARANRMAL OPERATOR Definition 1.1 :
An operator T∈L(H) is said to be p-*Paranormal if
‖|T*|px‖2≤‖|T|pU*|T|px‖ ‖x‖ for every x∈H, and p�0 where U is the partial
isometry appeared in the polar decomposition T* = U*|T*|
Lemma 1.1: Let an operator T∈L(H)have the polar decomposition T = U|T|.
Then T is p-*Paranormal for p�0 iff |T|pU*|T|2pU|T|p+2λ|T*|2p+λ2≥0 for all
real λ
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Proof : Suppose that |T|pU*|T|2pU|T|p+2λ|T*|2p+λ2≥0 for all realλ

The above statement is equivalent to ‖|T|pU*|T|px‖2+2λ‖|T*|px‖2+λ2‖x‖2≥0
for all real λ and x∈H
By the definition of real quadratic form ‖|T*|px‖4≤‖|T|pU|T|px‖2‖x‖2

⇐⇒‖|T*|px‖2≤‖|T|pU|T|px‖‖x‖ for all x∈H.

Thus T is p-*Paranormal.

Theorem 1.2: Let T = U|T| be invertible p-*Paranormal for p�0 then T−1 is
also p-*Paranormal.
Proof :Since T is p-*Paranormal, we have

I+2λ|T*−1|2p+λ2|T−1|pU*|T−1|2pU|T−1|p
=I+2λ|T*|−2p+λ2|T|−pU*|T|−2pU|T|−p

=I+2λU*|T*|−2pU+λ2U*|T|−pU*|T|−2pU|T|−p

=U*|T|−pU*|T|−p(|T|pU*|T|2pU|T|p+2λ|T*|2p+λ2)|T|−pU|T|−pU is poitive for
all real λ

Therefore by Lemma 1.1 , T−1 is p-*Paranoamal.

Theorem 1.3:If both T and T* are p-*Paranormal with N(T) = N(T*) then T
is normal.
Proof : LetT* = U*|T*| be the polar decompositon of T. Then T*p = U*|T*|P
and Tp = U|T|P are Paranormal with N(Tp) = N(T*p)
Then Tp is normal.

Therefore T is normal.

Theorem 1.4: If T is p-*Paranormal , T⊗I is also p-*Paranormal for p�0.

Proof : LetT* = U*|T*| be the polar decompositon of T* , then T⊗I =(U*⊗I)(|T|⊗I)
is the polar decompoition of T⊗I

Since |T⊗I|p(U⊗I)*|T⊗I|2p(U⊗I)|T⊗I|p+2λ|(T⊗I)*|2p+ λ2

=(|T|pU*|T|2pU|T|p+2λ|T*|2p+λ2)⊗I

≥0 for all real λ.
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Therefore T⊗I is p-*Paranormal.

2.Absolute k-*Paranormal operator
Definition 2.1 : An operator T is absolute k-*Paranormal operator if ‖|T|kTx‖≥‖T*x‖k+1

for every uint vector x∈H and for each k�0
Theorem 2.2:Every hyponormal operator is an abolute k-*Paranormal opera-
tor.
Proof :Suppose that T is hyponormal operator then for each unit vector x∈H
and k≥1.
‖|T|kTx‖2≥‖|T*|kT*x‖2

≥〈|T*|kT*x , |T*|kT*x〉

≥〈|T*|2kT*x , T*x〉

≥〈|T*|2T*x , T*x〉k〈T*x,T*x〉1−k

≥〈TT*T*x , T*x〉k‖T*x‖2(1−k)

≥‖T*x‖4k‖T*x‖2(1−k)

≥‖T*x‖2(k+1)

Therefore ‖|T|kTx‖≥‖T*x‖k+1 for each unit vector x∈H. Thus T is absolute k-
*Paranormal operator.

Definition 2.3 : For each k�0 an operator T belongs to Class A(k*) if
|T*|2≤(T*|T|2kT)1/(k+1)

Theorem 2.4: For each k�0 every Class A(k*) operator is an absolute k-
*Paranormal operator.
Proof :Suppose T belongs to Class A(k*) for k�0
|T*|2≤(T*|T|2kT)1/(k+1) for each unit vector x∈H

‖|T|kTx‖2= 〈|T|kTx , |T|kTx 〉=〈T*|T|2kTx , x 〉

≥〈(T*|T|2kT)1/(k+1)x , x 〉k+1

≥〈|T*|2x , x 〉(k+1)

≥〈TT*x , x〉(k+1)
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≥〈T*x ,T*x〉(k+1)

‖|T|kTx‖2≥‖T*x‖(k+1) for each unit vector x∈H

Therefore T is absolute k-*Paranormal operator.

Note: aλbμ≤λa+μb hols for λ�0 and μ�0 such that λ+μ =1

Theorem 2.5: For each k�0 an operator T is absolute k-*Paranormal iff
T*|T|2kT-(k+1)λk|T*|2+kλk+1≥0 holds for allλ�0

Proof :Suppose that T is absolute k-*Paranormal for k�0

‖|T|kTx‖≥‖T*x‖(k+1) —————-(1)for each unit vector x∈H.

(1) holds iff ‖|T|kTx‖1/(k+1)‖x‖1/(k+1)≥‖T*x‖ for all x∈H.

〈|T|kTx , |T|kTx〉1/(k+1)〈x,x〉k/(k+1)≥〈T*x , T*x〉

〈T*|T*|k|T|kTx ,x〉1/(k+1)〈x,x〉k/(k+1)≥〈TT*x , x〉

〈T*|T|2kTx ,x〉1/(k+1)〈x,x〉k/(k+1)≥〈|T*|2x , x〉——–(2) for all x∈H.

〈T*|T|2kTx ,x〉1/(k+1)〈x,x〉k/(k+1) = (1/λ)k/k+1〈T*|T|2kTx , x〉 1/k+1λk/k+1〈x,x〉k/(k+1)

≤(1/(k+1))(1/λk)〈T*|T|2kTx , x〉+(k/k+1)λ〈x,x〉 for all x∈H and λ�0

equation (2) becomes (1/(k+1))(1/λ)k〈T*|T|2kTx , x〉+(k/k+1)λ〈x,x〉≥〈|T*|2x,x〉
for all λ�0————-(3).

conversely (3) implies (2)by putting λ=〈T*|T|2kTx , x〉1/(k+1)/〈x,x〉1/(k+1)

Therefore 〈T*|T|2kTx , x〉1/(k+1)〈x,x〉k/(k+1)≥〈|T*|2x , x〉

Theorem 2.6:Let T be an absolute k-*Paranormal operator for k�0. Then
for evry unit vector x∈H , F(n)= ‖|TkTx‖1/n+1 is increasing for n≥k�0 and the
following inequality holds F(n)≥‖T*‖ that is T is absolute n-*Paranormal for
n≥k�0.

Proof : Suppose that T is absolute k-*Paranormal for k�0.
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‖|T|kTx‖≥‖T*x‖k+1 for every unit vector x∈H

(1) holds iff F(k) = ‖|T|kTx‖1/k+1≥‖T*x‖k+1for every unit vector x∈H

Then for every unit vector x∈H and any n such that n≥k�0 we have F(n)=‖|T|nTx‖1/n+1

=〈|T|nTx , |T|nTx〉1/2(n+1)

≥〈|T*|2nT*x ,T*x 〉1/k2(n+1)‖T*x‖(k−n)/k(n+1)

≥‖T*x‖

F(n) = ‖|T|nTx‖1/n+1≥‖T*x‖ for every unit vector x∈H andn≥k�0

Thus Tis absolutek-8Paranormal for n≥k�0

Next we have to prove F(n) is increasing for n≥k�0

For every unit vector x∈H and m and n such that m≥n≥k�0

F(m)=‖|T|mTx‖1/(m+1)

= 〈|T|2mTx,Tx〉1/2(m+1)

= 〈|T|2nTx,Tx〉m/2n(m+1)‖Tx‖(n−m)/n(m+1)

≥‖|T|nTx‖1/(n+1) = F(n)

Therefore F(n) is increasing for n≥k�0 .
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